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Synopsis

268 full-color cards sharpen your visual diagnosis skills Vivid full-color flash cards illustrate common emergency medicine problems A super-effective portable learning tool to enhance visual diagnosis skills Covers the most common and acute clinical presentations Diagnosis, Clinical Findings, and Treatment provided for every problem
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Customer Reviews

Awesome, I really wish there were more resources like this to study from! I have been excited to get these, the cards are really nice and would buy again. I hope they make one for the pediatric version. If only there could be similar items for radiology or CT imaging or EKGs only. In the ED time is very limited and these cards will improve my diagnostic skills, saving time (and helping patients too of course).

Out of the many medical, rescue & first-aid books I have in my library, this book is one of the most frequently referred to by myself. The range & quality of photos is astounding. The text is kept brief with usually a few advisory notes as well. Wish all references were this good
Excellent images and supporting text. Very useful for studying the most common visual diagnoses in the ED. Highly recommended.

Simply stated an excellent reference for those in Emergency Medicine.

Great for training! Great for review!

Tremendous product. These folks got it right. Beautiful photos of the highest quality on each card. Very concise descriptions—great review material.

kind of a waste
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